
 
 

PEOPLE OF EARTH ! 
 
THE BELOVED ELOHIM OF PURITY speaks: 
 
Peoples of Earth! Purity shall abide in, through and around the Earth, its evolutions, and 
every person,  place, condition and thing connected with it in any way. I have remained with 
this planet, Earth, have seen her from her birth in the minds and hearts of Helios and Vesta. I 
have seen the great Amaryllis and forces of nature preparing her to become a most beautiful 
paradise, to be a schoolroom for an evolution destined to choose this Earth as a way to learn 
the truth of mastering energy and vibration in the physical world. 
I have witnessed, along with the other Elohim, through the centuries that have passed, the 
degradation to which the Earth has presently come, and the impurity which has been 
charged into the elemental life, the inner and physical bodies of mankind, and the 
atmosphere of Earth. It is my decree, in the NAME OF GOD, to return this Earth to that state 
of paradise, to that state of God perfection which she expressed when, smiling in the robes 
of Spring, with the crown of Amaryllis upon her brow, she opened her arms and heart to the 
first Manu and the first root race in such welcome. 
 
Oh, I love thee, blessed Earth. On that day when thy people didst say they would accept the 
laggards from the other stars, IF AN ELOHIM COULD SHUDDER, I WOULD SAY MY VERY 
BEING DID SO SHUDDER, seeing what might result in giving so innocently, and yet, which 
would cost life so much. I would say to the beloved peoples of Earth, anybody on the planet 
Earth who is interested in purifying her, anyone who is interested in releasing water or air or 
earth or any human being from a distress or imperfection, is my friend, and I am with such a 
one always. IT IS MY REASON FOR BEING. 
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Beloved Maha Chohan, March 3, 1957 
 
Beloved Children of Light,I cannot too strongly urge you to contemplate, with all your great 
capacity, the actual nature that makesup the Father of all life; his feeling toward all his 
children, the actual desire and design of his being forthe Earth, and all upon it, and within it. 
When the beloved Mary is spoken of as the Mother Aspect of the Deity, it is because her 
nature hasbecome one with the mother element of the Eternal Father of all life. THE EARLY 
CHRISTIANS, AS WELLAS SOME OF THE VERY DEVOTED CHRISTIANS OF TODAY , PATTERNED 
THEIR LIVES ON THE VERY SIMPLE QUESTION OF WHAT JESUS WOULD DO IF PLACED IN THE 
SAME CIRCUMSTANCES AS THEY FOUND THEMSELVES .  
 
Earnestly, such individuals asked for his illumination and feeling, and then tried to the best 
of their ability and capacity to contact his feeling and reactions according to his possible 
activity if he were in that circumstance. Now, all individuals are not equally capable of 
understanding the NATURE of the Master Jesus, nor intellectually of judging what he would 
do under all circumstances, but every desire within the heart to act and react as he would, 
brings through it a grace and perfection and blessing and an intuitional pressure from Jesus, 
which does direct the life course more and more in the way of the Master. The early 
Christians, with great success, followed this simple way of life, and became so imbued with 
the nature of their Master, that they took on the luminosity of flesh, the brilliance of 
consciousness, the love of heart, and even the capacity, in his name, to heal and set life free.  
 
It is worth the time and thought of the chelas of the Master to begin such a holy practice, 
and in their daily lives see what beneficent results will ensue, not only in their own peace of 
mind, but in the kindly unfoldment of those around them. So I bless you, little children, in 
your endeavors, as you walk—sometimes stumbling—upon the same path that we traveled 
so long ago. 
 
Beloved Maha Chohan, February 1, 1953 
 
The Law of life is so simple in its essence, that mankind passes it by for the very complicated, 
involved terminology with which they have completely smothered the simple truth. 
The Law of THE NEW AGE—the religion of THE NEW AGE—will be so simple that NO study 
will be required to understand it. It is THE LAW OF HARMONY. Some people call it love, but 
when you call it LOVE you immediately begin to enter into variations of expression and 
interpretations that distort its true sense.  
 
As the representative of the Holy Spirit, it is my office to present to mankind the PLAIN 
TRUTH so that “all who run may read.”  LIFE IS ENERGY . Every man, woman and child who 
breathes, draws that energy into himself by a CONSCIOUS ACTION, for the in-breath is a 
drawing into oneself from the one source—God—the priceless energy that is his life, and 
when an individual does this, he or she becomes ACCOUNTABLE to the whole 
universe for the use of that energy loaned to him by the Godhead. 
The breath in your body is yours because you DREW IT FORTH from the heart of God.  
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In your inner soul you promised God that you would enrich his universe if he would allow 
you the USE OF HIS LIFE, and God, BEING LOVE, granted your request, and gave you all the 
love you required—and still does—with but one counsel or condition—that his life or 
energy must go forth from you QUALIFIED HARMONIOUSLY, to bless and enrich his people, 
his universe and all its parts.  
 
If the energy is not qualified harmoniously, the Cosmic Law governing the universe is, that 
your own Higher Mental Body will draw that energy back into your world after it has 
accomplished that for which it was sent forth, and it comes back with the same qualification 
with which you clothed it on its outward journey, amplified by vibrations of a like quality 
which it has attracted to itself while it was absent from your aura. The reason for this is that 
the evolving soul may learn, first, the nature of the energy he is using, and, second, that the 
guiding intelligence within his own soul is an integral part of God, and 
therefore love in action. The outer personality then is forced to learn from this return of his 
own energy that it is more comfortable to abide by the Law of Harmony and enrich the 
universe by the life that God has loaned him, than to suffer the consequences caused by the 
unlawful use of the fire-breath of God.  
 
The particular traits and characteristics that annoy you in other people are, almost without 
exception, the energy of your own world that you have sent out in a similar manner in 
previous lives. Your Higher Mental Body shows you how discordantly-qualified energy 
distorts the universe. When the individual becomes uncomfortable enough, he feels and 
speaks resentfully of these appearances, but if the person would recognize that he or she 
has created those very things in the past, he would, con encountering them, call on the 
Law of Forgiveness for HIS part in creating those inharmonious appearances and, then 
through his knowledge of the Sacred Fire, BLAZE the Cosmic Fiery Flame of Freedom's Love 
through the cause and effect of such a manifestation, he would not only be cleansing and 
purifying his own consciousness and world of the cause and effect of these qualities, but 
would be helping to eradicate them completely from the universe in general. 
 
If a person is BIG enough to bless those human appearances that manifest in the lifestreams 
of those around him into FREEDOM, he will find those very annoying traits and 
characteristics will cease to appear in his own world, because the law of his lifestream is, 
when he is cleansed and purified from those habits that he dislikes, and their momentum 
consumed in the flame, he will not be required to live under the pressure of any experience 
that is not of his own making.  
 
Wenn eine Person GROSS genug ist, um diese menschlichen Erscheinungen, die sich in den 
Lebensströmen der Menschen um einen herum manifestieren, in FREIHEIT zu segnen, wird 
er feststellen, dass diese sehr lästigen Eigenschaften und Merkmale in seiner eigenen Welt 
aufhören werden, zu erscheinen, denn das Gesetz seines Lebensstromes ist, wenn Er 
gereinigt und gesäubert von jenen Gewohnheiten ist, und jene  Energie in der Flamme 
verzehrt wurde, er nicht mehr unter dem Druck irgendeiner Erfahrung leben muss, welche 
nicht durch ihn selbst verursacht wurde. 
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When the energy which you have drawn forth from life to date has been harmoniously 
requalified and freed, then Earth can no longer hold you—your divine plan is completed, 
your service to Earth finished— and you rise, an Ascended Being, having completed your 
cycle of individual evolution and learned the Law of Harmony, which is the Law of the 
Universe Saint Germain and other members of the Ascended Host are balancing and 
removing thousands of tons of misqualified energy from Earth and its people daily and 
yearly, and I trust, for the sake of your own speedy freedom, that you will learn to live 
gently and kindly, and that you will realize when you experience through others that which 
seems to be so distressing—it is not really someone else's fault, but the reflection of what 
you have done to life through the centuries, and that you will use the purifying flame of 
freedom's love unceasingly, so as to banish it forever from God's universe. 
 
(BRIDGE TO FREEDOM/AMTF Mt. Shasta/Werner Schroeder Literature/Thomas Printz` 
Private Bulletin Book 1) www.ascendedmaster.org 
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